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SECOND ORDER ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS

WITH DEGENERATE WEIGHT

W. ALLEGRETTO

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. We consider the eigenvalue problem:    —Ai7 - qu = Xiou ,   u €
o

//l,2(íi), in a smooth bounded domain ilcR". We allow -A - q to have

negative spectrum and assume a> > Q in Q , w = 0 in a subdomain of Q .

Under suitable regularity conditions, we establish several results for the spec-

trum of this problem. In particular, we give: a min.max. formula for X ; a

precise estimate on the number of negative X ; an estimate for the location of

negative X . An example concludes the paper.

I. Introduction

We consider in this paper the eigenvalue problem:

( 1 ) /w = -Au - qu = koju

in a smooth bounded domain tîcR" with ugH "(Q.) and q , œ G 7°°(Q).

The spectral theory of (1) is well known if either / or to is positive, (i.e.

(/<p,<p) > 0, (co<p,tp) > 0 for <p g C0°°(Q), <p £ 0), see e.g. [4], [9]. The

situation is considerably different if neither / nor a> is assumed positive. For

example, it is possible for ( 1 ) to have complex eigenvalues in such a situation,

see e.g. [1], [2], despite the symmetrical appearance of the problem. We con-

sider here a problem which is intermediate between the cases mentioned above.

Specifically, while we allow the existence of tp G C™(Q.) such that (/<p, <p) < 0,

we also postulate the existence of a nonempty subdomain Q' c Q such that

Q - Q = Q" with Q ' also a domain and œ > 0 a.e. Q', a> = 0 a.e. Q.".

For convenience, we assume throughout that dfl' G C°° . Much of the motiva-

tion for our work comes from two papers of Everitt, Kwong and Zettl, [5], [6]

where the n = 1 case of this problem was considered (under much more general

conditions on the coefficients and the boundary conditions), and where more

references may be found. It seems unreasonable to expect that our methods will
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lead to new results when specialized to ordinary differential equations. Never-

theless, we obtain some modest new results even for this case as we indicate

below.

Briefly, our results are as follows: We first show that ( 1 ) has infinitely many

real eigenvalues. We next note that the standard Courant min. max. principle

may not be valid, and give a suitable modification. Finally, we give an exact

formula for the number of negative eigenvalues of ( 1 ) and show that this number

depends on Q, £2', Í2" but not on the specific values of to on fi'. We remark

that simple two-parameter arguments are very useful in these considerations,

and we recall the important results of Binding and Browne on this subject, see

e.g. [3] and the references therein. Next, we apply these results to estimate the

location of the negative spectrum, ST , of / (if any). As may be expected, our

estimates depend strongly on the values of œ in Q'. We end the paper with

an illustrative example.

In conclusion, we remark that exactly the same proofs hold with very little or

no change for more general uniformly elliptic expressions in place of -A. In

the same way, we could consider more general boundary conditions by assuming

u G V, with Hl '2(Q) c V c 7/1 -2(C¿), in place of u G Hl ,2(Q). In this manner,

we can consider some problems corresponding to mixed Dirichlet-Neumann

boundary conditions. Unique continuation, however, seems to be an essential

requirement in our proofs.

2. Results

To deal with ( 1 ) we introduce the following eigenvalue problems:

( fu — kcou = k-(k)u,

d')

(2)

(3)

u G H HU2(Q).

fv = pv,

VGHl'2(Ü.).

/"z = ÔZ ,

zg7/'-2(Q").

Observe that ( l') is an embedding of our problem in a family of two-parameter

problems. Note that:  kfk) is given by the Courant min.max., [10, p. 75], in the

usual way; the eigenvalues of ( 1 ) are M kj (0) ; the weight function co does

not appear in (2), (3).

We begin with:

Theorem 1.

(a) Let wg7/''2(Q), u = 0 a.e. Q'. Then ugH1-2(Q").

(b) kj G Hxloc°°(R[) and k] < 0 a.e.
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(c) lim^_ookj(k) = ôj, 7=1,....

(d) kj(Q)=iir ; = 1,....
(e) Equation ( 1 ) has infinitely many eigenvalues.

(f) Let {Uj}Pj=x  be eigenfunctions of (l1) and assume ^=ic,M, = 0 a.e.

in Q'. Then Yfj=\ c¡u, = 0 a.e.   Q.

°  1   7 I

Proof, (a) Let u G H ' (Q.) and u = 0 in Q .  Construct a properly nested

family of smooth domains ilj such that

oo oo

Q' = y Q,,    and observe Q" n Q = f|(Q - fy.).
/=i

1 ,2,
An elementary mollification argument shows that u G H ' (Q - Q;) for any

°l   i 00 - °   1   2        7/
i, whence u G H ""(intn,=1(ß - ß,-)) = FI ' (il ) as a consequence of the

smoothness of dû! (see [13], and also [14]). In one dimension this result is

immediate, since u is continuous.

(b) The Courant min.max. principle implies that \k.(A) - k-(p)\ < ||ctj||loox

|A - p\. We need only to apply Rademaker's theorem, [7, p. 174, Prob. 7],

to show that k. g //1o¿°°(R ). Finally observe that if k.(k) has multiplicity

p, i.e. kj_Jk) = kj+ß(k) = k with a, ß > 0, a + ß = p - I, then for

\h\ sufficiently small we may construct eigenvalues t.(1 + h) and associated

eigenvectors tp^k + h) as power series in h for i = j - a, ... ,j + ß , see e.g.

[11, p. 74]. Observe that since {tj}]!,_„ are power series, we may order this set

for h > 0 sufficiently small and, without loss of generality assume, t; < xk for

i<k. We then select the eigenvector associated with k (k + h) tobe tpfk + h)

for h > 0, small. Set vm = <p.(pm), u = (pÂk) and suppose now k'.(k) exists.

Then, taking inner products, we observe

ßn-k

= - (œu,u) < 0.

Finally, suppose (a>u , u) = 0 . Then u = 0 a.e. on supp(w). The Unique Con-

tinuation Theorem given in [10] shows u — 0 a.e. Q, which is a contradiction.

We conclude k'¡ < 0 a.e.

(c) We first show that this holds for j = I . The general result will then

follow by induction. Observe first that Sx > kx(k) for any A by the Courant

min.max., and consequently, ôx > S = limÁ^_ookx(k) by Part (b). Now let

{íc} satisfy

/ui-k¡ajui^kl(ki)u¡

with kt -> -oo, and (u¡,u¡) = 1 . We observe that (/«.,u¡) < k^œu^u^ +

S(u., u ), whence for some constant c sufficiently large,

k'.(k) =   lim
1 fin—>x+

=   lim (-oju,v

.2
W/IUuiq) < ((/ + C)",,",) <c + f5.
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By the Sobolev-Kondrachoff compactness theorem [7, p. 167], without loss of
° 1  2

generality we conclude that there is a function u G H ' (Q) such that u. —» u

strongly in 72(Q) and weakly in 7/12(Q). Let <p G C0°°(f2"). We observe

\JLiDJui'DJ*)+teui ' V) = C>2,F>ju¡,F>J<p)+(qu-k¡cüUi, tp) = kx(kj)(u¡, tp).

By the continuity of the inner product in the various norms,

(X!JV'jD/!3) +(4",Ç>) = ô(u,(p).

It follows that fu - ou in Q." . Next,

(4)      Km [{%2Djui>Djui) + (aui>ui) - (*(*/)«/»«/)] = lúnA^WM,.,«,.).

Since the left hand side of (4) is bounded and (a>u¡, u) —> (cou, u), we obtain
°   1   7

(œu,u) = 0 i.e. u = 0 in Q , whence u G H ' (Q") by Part (a). It follows that

S is an eigenvalue of / in Q, ', but since ôx > S we conclude ô — ôx . Suppose

now the result has been established for k-, j = I, ... ,p and consider k +1 (A).

Again by the Courant min.max., we observe that S x > k x(k) for any A. On

the other hand, k x > k and \imÁ_>_ook = a by assumption. The earlier

procedures apply with no change, and we conclude that limA_>_oo k x = c¡ is

an eigenvalue of (3) with S < t\ < ô , . But by the continuity of the inner

products,  ô   ¿ tl  as the eigenvectors in the subsequences corresponding to

k (k), kp+x(k) in (l') can be chosen orthogonal. It follows that Ç = ö x and

the result is shown.

Since Parts (d), (e) are immediate from Parts (a)-(c) once we observe that

kXk) —» -co as A —» +00 by the Courant min.max., we next show:

(f) If Yff=i ciui — 0 m ß' ' ^en without loss of generality assume c¡ / 0

for / = 1, ... ,p, and that, by combining terms, k¡(k) / kfk) if i ^ j . Note

(/ - Acu)(Eti ciui) = Eti ^■(^)c/", = 0 in Q'. We conclude ^~' úf/M/ = 0

in Q' for some dt^0. By induction, ^ = 0 in Q' whence ux = 0 in Q

by unique continuation. Since eigenvectors corresponding to the same (higher

multiplicity) eigenvalue are chosen orthogonal, this is a contradiction.

Theorem 1 (c) can be compared with the asymptotic results of [3, Lemmae

4.1, 4.2.]. Note that in our case (kfk)/k) —» 0 as A —► -oo for any chosen j .

Theorem 2. Let

Nx = #{A |A is a negative eigenvalue of (I)};

A/, = #{p.\p. is a negative eigenvalue of (2)} ;

N3 - #{ô-\ô- is a nonpositive eigenvalue of (3)}.

Then N2>N3, and NX=N2-N3.

Proof. That N2 > JV3  is an immediate consequence of the monotonicity of

eigenvalues as domain functionals, since il"cfl. To show that Nx = N2- N3
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observe that Theorem 1 implies that k-(k) < 0 for any finite A and any j < N3,

while there exists a sufficiently negative A* such that k(k*) > 0 and fc.(O) < 0,

j = Nt + I , ... , N2. We conclude that k.(k) = 0 has exactly one negative root

for j - N3 + I, ... ,N2, whence ( 1 ) has N2 - N3 negative eigenvalues.

We observe that Nx depends only on Q" and not on the specific values of

to . Observe also that if n = 1 (i.e. in the ordinary case) the number of zeros

of the j th eigenfunction of ( 1 ) is 7V3 + 7 - 1, again a number independent of

the specific values of to on Q" .

We continue by observing the following min.max. Theorem for the eigenval-

ues {k:}°lx of (1). We define {k }°?x as follows: Observe that k.(k) = 0 has

no roots for 7 < N3 while it has exactly one for j > N3. We define A to be

the root of kN   (A) = 0 for 7 = 1, ... , 00.

Theorem 3. Let S denote any subspace of 72(Q), S - {ux, ... , up}. Then

max
5

inf
«e//''2(iî)

(u,S)=0
(cou,u)>0

(fu,u)

(a>u,u)

-00   (p<N3),

A,        (p = N} + j-l).

Proof. By definition, kN (A ) = 0. We select S to be the space spanned by

the eigenfunctions {«,,... ,u } of (l') for A = A and k^kf) < kN}+J(kj),

i - I, ... ,p . If u is the eigenvector of (l') corresponding to kN + M¡), we

note that for <p G S± n H[ '2,

0 = kN}+j(kj)(<p , <p) < (/tp , <p) - kj(œ<p , q>)

with equality holding for u . Observe also that (œu, u) > 0 by unique contin-

uation. We conclude that

A..
(ff,<p)

(ip"s)=0   (œ<p ,(p) '
(wip ,tp)>0

inf

with the infimum achieved by u. On the other hand, if S is any given space,

S s= {£,,...,{}, let ux, ... , up+x be once again the first p + 1 eigenfunctions

of (l'). Choose {c(} such that v = Yf¿\ clu¡ G Sx . Observe that (cov ,v) > 0

by Theorem 1(f), and that (/v,v) - kfœv ,v) < kN + (A )(w ,v) = 0. This

implies

\(/v,v)}
*J* inf

ves1-
(cov ,v)>0

(cov ,v)

Finally, suppose p < TV,. Observe that kfk) < 0 for all A and 1' = 1, ... , TV,.

Given any subspace S = {ux, ... ,u } and 1ER1 let v = ^=1 c¡v¡ e ^±

3

as
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before, where f(v¡) - xcov¡ — k¡(x)vj. We conclude

(fv,v) = j2ki(r)cUv i >v 7) + t((úv 'v)
(=1

< t(cov ,v) .

Again by unique continuation, (cov , v) > 0, whence

(A^)<T_

(cov ,v)

Since T is arbitrary, it follows that

•  ,    (fv,v)
inf     7- = -00.

„es-L    (cov ,v)
(am ,v)>0

Observe that the proof of Theorem 3 shows that the condition (cou,u) > 0

may be replaced by p({u(x) ^ 0} n 7) > 0 for any sphere 7. Combining

the above arguments we obtain the following modest extension of [6, Theorem

3(iv)] for our regularity and boundary conditions.

Corollary 4. Suppose n = 1 and let M. denote the number of zeros of the jib

eigenfunction of ( 1 ). Then M ■ = j + N3-l . In particular, Mx = 0 if and only

if N3 - 0 if and only if f + xco > 0 707" some lëR .

Note also that the result of Theorem 3 for A, is in agreement with that

obtained in [6, Theorem 6] for the n = 1 and Neumann case. The rest of

Theorem 3 appears to be new even for n — I .

For completeness, we observe that there is a classical min.max. associated

with problem (1). Indeed, we may assume f~ :L (Q) r-* L (Í2) is a compact

self-adjoint map (if not, we need only consider, by Theorem 1, (/ + aco)~

for some a ). Setting T = co f~ co and following [8, p. 257] we observe

that if u — kcou if and only if v = kTv with v = co u. Observe that the

singularity of co~ causes no problem here. Consequently, 1/A corresponds

to a point in the nonzero spectrum of 7 and a classical min.max. is immediate

by the Spectral Theorem, see e.g. [12, p. 233], applied to 7. For example, the

least positive eigenvalue A(  is given by

1 (TÇJ)
A,       Í€"(Q)   (í,í)    '

Note that since this min.max. involves /" and not the original map / , it is

awkward to apply to partial differential equations. This approach does, however,

yield an elementary proof of the completeness of the eigenvectors {u¡} of (1)

in the 7 space with weight co (see [6]). Specifically, if (cou,v) = 0 for all u

eigenfunctions of (1), then (co u,co v) = 0. That is, col'"v is perpendicular

to the nonzero spectrum of  7.   By the Spectral Theorem,   T(co['~v) = 0,
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whence setting /_ (cov) = z and noting that co ' z = 0, f z = cov , we obtain

cov =0 in Q' since / is a local map. But cov - 0 in Q" by definition of co

whence (cov ,v) = 0.

Comparison results can be formulated on the basis of Theorem 3. Consider

two equations

( 5;. ) /¡u = kcoii

for i = 2, 3 with /, coj satisfying analogous conditions to / , co. Let N3, A'

denote the analogue of N3, kj for /.. In the case of definite operators, the

standard comparison result, [4, p. 411], states that if f3 > /2 and ítj3 < co2

then A > A for j - I, ... . In our case, the situation is more complicated

and reversals of these classical inequalities are possible.

Theorem 5. Suppose (/3<p, cp) > (f2<p, cp), (co3cp, <p) > (co2cp, cp) for cp g H ' (Q).

Then N¡ < N¡ . If N¡ = N¡ and k) < 0 for some index j, then k] > k).

Proof. Observe that /3 > f2  implies that N3 < N2 by definition.   Suppose
3 2 3

N3 = N3 and A < 0 for some j. Given some subspace S as in Theorem 3,

we observe

0>k]>     inf     \f*>'\
J ?..,        (co-,<p, cp)

yes1-

It follows that for tp g S    with p({cp ■£ 0} n 7) > 0 for all spheres 7, we

have 0 > (/3cp, cp) > (/2<p, cp) and 0 < (co2cp, cp) < (co3<p, cp). For such cp ,

(f3cp,cp)  >   (/2<p,f)

(co3cp,cp)      (co2cp,cp)"

and the result follows from Theorem 3 since N3 = N3 .

3 2
We remark, heuristically, that if N3 < N3   then the comparison result of

Theorem 5 fails in general. Indeed by considering the k(k) curves, it is easy
3 2

in such a case to construct examples where A, < A.  and other examples where
3 2

A,  > A, .   We also remark that it is possible, in the same way, to construct
3 2

examples for which the conditions of Theorem 5 hold and yet A < A for

7 large. One need only take /3 = f2 and co3 - co-, sufficiently large. These

simple remarks indicate that while comparison theorems are formally possible

for (5(.), more conditions than just f3>f2 and ítj3 > co2 (or their opposites)

are always needed.

3. Applications

We continue the paper with an application and an illustrative example. We

focus our attention on estimating the negative spectrum (if any) of equation

(1).
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Theorem 6. Assume px < ...pN < 0 < flN+x be the first eigenvalues of (2)

with associated normalized (in L2) eigenvectors {«;}f2+1 ■ Set ö = C7j/||ctj|| ,

t = least eigenvalue of the matrix ((cou¡, U¡))N2+] and assume

(6) r>(-pNi+x)/(pN2+x).

Then the negative spectrum of (I) is contained in the interval

co

li /V3+1

.1/2 (_Mz3li\
V    Pn1+\ }

1/2
12"aiV;

Proof. By Theorems 2, 3 it follows that if (1) has negative spectrum then N3 <

N2 and the first eigenvalue A, of (1) satisfies

,&■>■    [(cocp,cp)
inf

ves1-
(w(/> ,ip)>0

(fcp,cp)

where 5 is now explicitly chosen by S = {u^¡lx , with u{ normalized (in 72 )

eigenfunctions of (2). If ç e S , we may express cp as cp = J2n\\ c¡ul + v

with (/v ,v) > pN +x(v ,v). Since (cocp , cp) > 0 , we may also without loss of

generality assume that (/<p, <p) < 0, i.e. J2n\i C|2<"; + ^v >v) - ° • Tnat is>

^+i(v»v) ^ (/v.^) < -(/«,«),

where we set m = Sa/2+i £",■",■ • This yields

(cocp ,cp) = (cou,u) + 2(cou,v) + (cov ,v)

^ r7 vl/2       , ,1/2,2> [(ctjm.m)     - (cov,v)    ]

by Holder's Inequality. It follows that

(cocp ,<p) > \\co\\c

We conclude,

,1/2cou, u)     -
-1

,^2+1

1/2'

'u,u)

v^A2 2
2^3 + 1 i",^,

This yields

CO e"2>-(-S0
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Finally, observe that by Theorem 1, k'¡ > -IMIoo a-e- whence

f°
kN2(k{N2_N])) + kNi= pNi

JXlN2-NJ)

and we conclude

**-*>-lab
Since k,„N , is the largest negative eigenvalue of (1), the proof is complete.

The advantage of Theorem 6 is that the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues

needed for the estimate are all from equation (2) and hence may be explic-

itly known. Inequality (6), however, does present a severe restriction. Indeed,

it may appear at first sight that Theorem 6 is vacuous because of this inequality.

To show that this is not the case, we conclude with the following example. For

simplicity, we consider an ordinary differential equation but analogous examples

are easily constructed in higher dimensions.

Corollary 7. Let n = 1, Q = (0, 2n), Q' = (0, n), and assume fu = -u" - ku

with k = 1 +e and 0 < e < 5/4. Then /u = kcou has exactly one negative

eigenvalue, A, , and if

1 r.2, , e      A
x = -      tfjsin (x) > -—- = ß,

nj0 (5/4 -s)

then

£

Proof. That /u = kcou has only one negative eigenvalue is immediate from

Theorem 2, since the spectrum of equations (2), (3) is explicitly known. We

thus have N3 + 1 = N2 = 2 and pN — -e . Note that here t = £ /0* wsin (x) ;

while (-ßNi+x)/(Hpf2+x) = ß.

Despite its special nature, we are not aware of other results along the lines

of Corollary 7. Observe that the maximum e will usually have to be chosen

depending on co. If for example, co = sinx in (0,7t) then x = 4/371 and,

consequently, £ < 5/(3^ + 4). Conversely, if e is chosen first then x (i.e. co)

will need be chosen sufficiently large in order for Corollary 7 to be applicable.

4. Concluding remarks

We end the paper with the following heuristic remarks on the procedures to

be employed in slightly more general cases.

Suppose first that Q." is not connected, but, instead, Q" = U^ 0¡ with each

0¡ a smooth domain and 0( n 0 =0 if i ^ j ■ The only modification needed

in this situation is based on the observation that the spectrum of (3) is now the

union of the spectra for each 0{. In particular, (3) will have p nonnegative

nontrivial eigenvectors.

k{ G
CO
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° 1 2

Secondly, assume that u G V rather than u G H "(Q). This is the case to

which we alluded in the Introduction. In this situation, the boundary conditions

in  (l'), (2) become  u G V,   v G V  respectively.   However, the boundary
1 2

condition in (3) are mixed. For example if V = H ' (Q) then they are: u = 0

on dû! , du/dn — 0 on <9Q (in a generalized sense). Note that the condition

u = 0 on dCl' still guarantees the monotonicity of eigenvalues as domain

functionals.

In both of the above cases, results can be obtained by elementary variations

in the procedures we followed.
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